
Wicket Gaming appoints Jonathan Neil
"Jonty" Rhodes as Strategic Advisor
Wicket Gaming AB has appointed Jonathan Neil “Jonty” Rhodes as strategic advisor. Jonathan will help the
company with business development and contribute with its international business network, especially in
India and South Africa.

About the advisor

Jonathan Neil "Jonty" Rhodes (born 27 July 1969) is a South African professional cricket commentator and former
Test and One Day International cricket player. He is considered one of the best fielders (the player who is supposed
to limit the number of runs that the striker scores and/or to get a batter out) through the ages and was the first South
African cricketer to take 100 ODI catches. He played for the South African national cricket team between 1992 and
2003. He is currently the assistant coach of the Punjab Kings in the Indian Premier League. Jonathan has an
extensive network in cricket, especially in India and South Africa.

In a comment, Jonathan Neil Rhodes says:

“Having been an international cricket player, commentator and now coach in the highly successful Indian Premier
League, I have had the opportunity to study this great game of cricket from every angle. Having focused most of my
cricket energy in India these past 13 years, I am really excited to join Wicket Gaming’s advisory board, to help
develop their business in India. My association with India has taught me so much, on and off the cricket field, and
these incredible experiences will stand me in good stead for this new position.”

For further information, please contact:
Eric de Basso, CEO, Wicket Gaming AB
E-mail: eric@wicketgaming.com   
Phone: +46 70 780 52 00
 

About Wicket Gaming
Wicket Gaming is a Swedish game development company founded in 2015. The company's business concept is
based on developing and distributing so-called free-to-play games in the sports genre based on proprietary brands.
Since its inception, the Company has worked to develop its first title, Cricket Manager, which is a manager game in
cricket for mobile devices that aims to create and own its own cricket club and compete against other players
around the world. The goal is to create one of the world's most popular cricket manager games for mobile devices
and to use a technical platform to broaden the game portfolio to include other sports manager games.

For more information, see Wicket Gaming's website www.wicketgaming.com
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